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Abstract
A Computer Graphics Framework for Representing Fine Details of Fiber Objects
In the reality, various objects are made from fibers, which are indispensable targets in
computer graphics for generating realistic virtual spaces. In particular, rendering hair and yarn
has been a topic of interest in computer graphics for a long time. The thinness and transparency
of fibers are known to be features which are difficult to represent with computer graphics. An
additional factor is that various kinds of yarns are fabricated using different materials. Moreover,
memory consumption is an important issue for handling fiber objects because even a single yarn
curve has many fibers. A method for procedurally generating yarn curves with only a few
parameters was proposed in 2016, after which the quality of virtual yarn curves was drastically
improved. However, generating fiber objects is still difficult from the viewpoint of quality and
memory footprint. In this research, a framework including explicit, approximate, and stochastic
methods is proposed for representing fiber objects. By proposing three methods with different
approximation levels, this study finds an appropriate way of handling fiber objects. The first
method explicitly generates yarn curves with fuzzy effects. Some real yarn curves, such as
those of chenille yarn, have a particular appearance around fibers, and this method generates
microfibers that imitate the appearance of real fibers. The second method makes use of splats to
approximate a density distribution for a bunch of fiber objects. Decreasing aliasing in shadows of
fiber objects is a crucial issue in interactive rendering. The third method stochastically generates
yarn curves on the surface of a mesh using a volume-rendering approach. To avoid a memory
consumption issue, this third method renders yarn curves on the fly. The proposed framework
succeeded in improving the quality of fiber objects in a virtual space. It is confirmed that there
is no ultimate method for generating fiber objects; thus, choosing an appropriate method for
each associated problem is important for handling fiber objects in a virtual space.
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Fiber objects are widely used materials in our daily life. In computer graphics (CG) research,
fiber objects have been recognized as difficult targets to render. In order to characterize the re-
search field of fiber objects, Section 1.1 provides a brief overview of the history of CG; Section 1.2
identifies existing issues related to fiber objects; and Section 1.3 presents the organization of this
thesis.
1.1 History of Computer Graphics
The history of CG can be traced back to Sketchpad, which was invented by Ivan Sutherland in
1963 [Sutherland, 1963]. Regarding CG research, the subsequent half-century can be separated
into three periods, that is: genesis, photorealistic CG, and interactive CG [Kurachi, 2007]. In
the genesis period, researchers had been finding ways to generate three-dimensional models
using computers. Many fundamental algorithms were proposed that are still in frequent use at
present. Examples include shading, shadow mapping, and anti-aliasing algorithms. Additionally,
essential CG frameworks such as modeling, rendering, and animation were established.
The main issue in the photorealistic CG period was to imitate reality by taking advantage
of the algorithms introduced in the genesis period. Photorealistic rendering was a new concept,
based on advances in physics, that allowed computers to copy reality into a virtual space.
Thanks to the studies in this period aimed at photorealistic rendering, CG technologies became
an indispensable tool for the image industry.
Although photorealistic rendering is a technique for rendering highly elaborate images,
its computation cost is high even with modern hardware. In the period of interactive CG since
the 2000s, along with the recent growth of photorealistic rendering, interactive rendering has
also been established. Interactive rendering allows users to get immediate visual responses from
computers and is realized by omitting a part of the rendering process. Before the invention
of programmable hardware, pipelines with hardware rendering could not be rearranged, and it
was required to send all vertices to the rendering pipeline. Programmable hardware, such as
vertex shader and fragment shader, made it possible to edit the rendering pipeline at runtime.
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Figure 1.1: Positioning interactive (in the blue circle) and offline (in the red circle) rendering in CG.
Vertical and horizontal axes show the quality of final images and computation speed,
respectively.
Since photorealistic rendering tends to take a long time to generate images, it is also referred
to as offline rendering. The process of immediately returning a response to the user’s input
is called real-time rendering in CG. However, when using the word “real-time,” it is necessary
to guarantee an immediate response in the field of  hardware architecture. The “real-time” in
CG is best-effort because the computation time depends on the processing capability of the
hardware to be used. If offline rendering were executed on a supercomputer, it would become
real-time rendering. Therefore, real-time rendering is referred to as interactive rendering,
while photorealistic rendering is referred to as offline rendering in the remainder of this thesis.
Figure 1.1 shows the relationship between offline rendering and interactive rendering in terms of
quality and computation speed.
CG technology has matured: algorithms for rendering various kinds of objects have been
proposed, while the objects that are difficult to render have been identified. For example, a
fluid is indefinite; in order to express its behavior, it is necessary to generate a large number of
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particles in three-dimensional space. Computing the light transport of semi-transparent objects
is a challenge. While photorealistic images in CG must be rendered at a high speed, techniques
that realize a greater degree of detail to deal with the complexity of target objects have recently
attracted much attention from researchers in related fields. To that end, research on microfacets,
structural colors, and fiber objects has been greatly advanced. For example, microfacet modeling
is a technique for expressing minute irregularities existing on object surfaces. Metal [Yan et al.,
2016], frosted glass [Walter et al., 2007; Heitz et al., 2016], and glittery surfaces [Jakob et al.,
2014] possess fine features affecting the overall appearance, but each gradient at a point on a
surface is smaller than the size of a single pixel, and these micro-gradients are known to be
objects that are difficult to precisely model. Structural color [Belcour and Barla, 2017] is an
optical phenomenon that generates a rainbow-colored effect on an object’s surface. It has been
known to be difficult to render until today due to the optically complex behavior of reflecting
light. However, a realistic rendering method was proposed using microfacet modeling.
As research on fine structures has developed, rendering fiber objects with an extremely
high level-of-detail has also been drawing particular attention. Fiber objects have a structure
in which long and thin threads are gathered together; they are objects used in clothing, acces-
sories, furniture, and arts. Fiber objects have long been known as difficult objects to handle in
modeling, rendering, and animation. Methods for efficiently modeling each fiber of yarn have
been proposed. However, fiber objects remain difficult to render because many real features are
not expressable in CG, such as complexity due to fineness, the randomness of each fiber, and
complex friction. The next section will identify the issues for rendering fiber objects.
The photorealistic CG and interactive CG periods are deeply related to the studies pro-
posed in this thesis. The study to be introduced in Chapter 4 aims to improve the quality of
fabric objects with photorealistic rendering. Chapter 5 describes an interactive method aimed
at effective anti-aliasing of shadows with fiber objects. Lastly, the rendering method to be ex-
plained in Chapter 6 can be characterized as an intermediate method between photorealistic
CG and interactive CG.
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Figure 1.2: Fiber objects in our living environment, indicated in red.
1.2 Fiber Objects
Fiber objects exist everywhere in the environments where people live because various objects,
such as seats, toys, chairs, bags, and carpets, are made of fibers, as shown in Figure 1.2. Fibers
are heavily used in films of long ago [Bruderlin, 1999; Iben et al., 2013; Sadeghi et al., 2010].
However, fiber objects still present issues in CG from various viewpoints even though cutting-
edge methods have been proposed in order to imitate the human living environment in a virtual
space. In order to improve the reality of a virtual space and the immersive feeling of its contents,
it is necessary to address several issues explained in this section. This section describes the
issues of fiber objects from the viewpoint of shape, appearance, and environment, respectively.
Section 1.2.1 and Section 1.2.2 are related to fiber objects themselves. Section 1.2.3 describes
issues that arise when objects in a virtual space interact with other objects.
1.2.1 Shape
Thanks to the development of personal computers, handling fine details in a virtual space is
attracting a lot of attention. In particular, multi-scale modeling [Meng et al., 2015] for rendering
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sand particles provides an exciting direction, and the advanced microfacet model [Belcour and
Barla, 2017], which succeeded in rendering structural color, is also a breakthrough in CG.
Fiber objects such as human hair and yarn are also becoming hot topics. From the
viewpoint of modeling, the number of human hair fibers is the bottleneck: human beings have
one million hair fibers; thus, modeling them all is not practical. Because of this bottleneck,
using approximate objects such as bounding volumes or line segments with guide hairs has been
a common approach used for modeling human hair fibers. It is also a costly task to create
multiple 3D human models. The materials, color, style, and friction coefficients of human hair
change depending on race, sex, age, and moisture. Even if accurate and detailed modeling could
be used to reproduce differences between hairs, managing all the features is difficult.
On the other hand, clothes are generally made of yarn, which can be regarded as an
aggregation of fibers. Modeling each fiber with its different features is not practical from the
viewpoint of memory consumption and computation time. Moreover, the considerations of
aging, dirt, snag, and fluffy effects in CG require correctly detecting interfiber collision among
a tremendous number of fibers. Therefore, the simulation remains a challenge.
1.2.2 Appearance
Reproducing the appearance of real fiber objects in a virtual space is one of the most critical
directions in CG. Transparency is a feature that is especially difficult to render. Because translu-
cent objects have the property of transmitting light, it is necessary to add the transmission and
refraction effects for the rays to be used for rendering. In offline rendering, these effects can
be attached, whereas they are difficult to handle in interactive rendering because of the high
cost of interactively computing the complex light behavior when it intersects with a translucent
surface. An efficient way of handling transparency with interactive rendering is ordering objects
and applying a blending function from behind. However, if the target virtual space has many
translucent objects, the ordering process will be slow. CG researchers have proposed many algo-
rithms to accelerate the computation and improve the quality of various kinds of semitransparent
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objects: eyeballs, skin, hair, fibers, liquids, and smoke. Using subsurface scattering is one of the
innovative ideas for a layered structure. In subsurface scattering, it is assumed that the light
partially passes through into the surface of the skin. After that, the light is reflected under the
skin and goes out after passing through the surface of the skin once again. For hair and fibers,
it is common to express each object with a translucent and elongated cylinder. Its internal
structure is handled with a hierarchical structure in a way similar to skin. Objects composed
of a large number of concentric cylinders generate anisotropic reflection. Various studies have
been conducted in order to realize both translucent and anisotropic effects on hairs.
For thin and long objects such as fiber objects, shadow generation is also a notable issue.
In general, the shadowing process generates two types of dark area: shade and shadow. Shade
is projected onto itself, and it changes its colors. Shadow is projected onto other objects in
a virtual space. These two types of dark area can be rendered within a single algorithm of
physically based rendering. However, since fine objects exist sparsely in three-dimensional space,
sometimes rays cannot collide with the object, and thus it cannot be rendered. This issue causes
an artifact because the object appears and disappears frequently. In order to avoid this artifact,
offline rendering has a simple solution which increases the number of samples for a single pixel,
although it cannot be applied to interactive rendering. Therefore, shadows of fine objects are
known as difficult targets in interactive rendering. A depth map is the typical approach for
interactively rendering shade and shadow. However, this approach does not work well with fine
objects because of their details. In order to accurately obtain the features of fine objects, a
high-resolution depth map is required, though using such a huge depth map that can deal with
micro-features is not practical from the viewpoint of computation time and storage footprint.
1.2.3 Environment
Fiber objects have various issues when they interact with other objects. For example, the
casting of shadow often includes flickers caused by extreme difference in pixel values  between
consecutive frames of animation; such flickers are called temporal aliasing. Since the human
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eye is susceptible to changes in brightness, aliasing is recognized as unpleasant errors. There
are several reasons why aliasing occurs in CG. In the genesis period of CG, the main reason
for aliasing was a limited amount of data stored in the internal buffer. In the quick rendering
method, the distance to the visible surface from the light source was recorded and a shadow
was rendered. However, the size of the recordable data was too small, and the system was
not able to allocate a sufficient resolution to render shadows without aliasing. As a result, the
rendered shadow became rough; furthermore, the positions of aliasing changed frame by frame
in an animation. This issue seems to be resolvable if the hardware has enough storage space.
However, since the resolution of the final image may reach 4K, 8K, and more, the desirable
capacity of the internal buffer is also required to be large. On the other hand, the cause of
aliasing is not only data capacity. Even in interactive rendering or offline rendering, object
existence in CG is judged by whether a ray collides with an object or not. It is impossible
to find objects that do not collide with rays. The presence of fine objects in the virtual space
changes frame by frame.
The microstructure of fiber objects also dramatically affects their physical behavior. In the
reality, surface tension occurs between fiber objects and liquid. The interaction between micro
objects and liquid has given rise to two areas of intense interest: fiber-liquid interaction [Rungji-
ratananon et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2013; Fei et al., 2017] and fabric-liquid interaction [Fei et al.,
2018]. Besides fiber and fluid, solid-fiber interaction has been a challenging topic in CG for
a long time. In traditional CG, guide hairs are used for animating fiber objects. Guide hairs
are the source hairs, and neighboring fibers around the guide hair copy its shape, color, and
movement. This approach makes it possible to approximately animate the fiber objects without
a complicated physical formula. However, if a local movement occurs in a fiber object, the guide
hair approach does not work well. To address this issue, Chai et al. proposed a method for
transporting the local movement to the global movement [Chai et al., 2017]. It is based on the
guide hair approach and appropriately transmitting the pressure from the local region to the
global.
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1.3 Organization of Thesis
In this thesis, explicit, approximate, and stochastic methods for dealing with fiber objects in
a virtual space are proposed. The indices next to the name of each method denote the cor-
responding papers which the author has already published. The following list summarizes the
contributions of each method, respectively. The corresponding publications are indicated with
the method name.
Explicit Fiber Modeling [Publications-1, 2, 3, 4]
• Propose the first recursive approach for procedurally generating micro-fibers using existing
statistical parameters
• Propose the first framework for modeling textile objects without specific knowledge
Approximate Fiber Shadowing [Publications-5, 6, 7]
• Propose the concept of object space shadow filtering
• Implement using deep opacity maps
• Propose a method to quantitatively evaluate an aliasing rate
Stochastic Fiber Rendering
• Propose the first algorithm to stochastically generate fiber objects with volume rendering
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In the next chapter, the previous
works related to fiber objects will be briefly surveyed. Chapter 3 will provide an overview of the
proposed methods. From Chapter 4 to Chapter 6, each of the methods will be presented with
its detailed algorithm and results. Finally, Chapter 7 will conclude the thesis, with reference to
the impacts of the proposed methods.
Chapter 2
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This chapter provides an overview of related work. The prior methods can be categorized
into three groups: explicit fiber modeling (Section 2.1), multi-scale rendering (Section 2.2), and
improvement of efficiency (Section 2.3).
The methods for explicit fiber modeling generate each fiber using lines or polygons. Al-
though the quality of final images is important in CG, the issues of memory consumption cannot
be ignored. On the other hand, the rendering of fiber objects is also an important aspect. One
of the hall-of-fame methods for fiber rendering only utilizes the normal and tangent vectors of
each fiber, while recent innovations in CG allow renderers to utilize layered structures and fine
details of fiber objects.
The state-of-the-art methods for modeling and rendering fiber objects tend to take a huge
memory footprint and much computation time because of the current hardware architecture
(i.e., computers transmit data from low-speed storage to CPU and/or GPU memories). These
complexities are not a big issue for top film companies that have access to abundant computation
resources. However, decreasing the temporal and spatial complexities is crucial when making
personal content, including video games, Augmented Reality (AR), and Virtual Reality (VR).
2.1 Explicit Fiber Modeling
Human hairs and clothes have been common objects in virtual spaces for a long time. Despite
their importance, researchers have not yet found an absolute method for modeling fibers. Ob-
taining directions of hair fibers, generating hidden hair fibers, and handling various hairstyles
have been the main problems for representing hairs. This section introduces the methods for
generating hair and cloth objects.
2.1.1 Hair modeling
The methods for modeling human hairs can be bisected into multiple-image and single-image
methods.
Paris et al. [Paris et al., 2004] proposed a method for generating a three-dimensional hair
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object using multiple photographs in the early 2000s. This method introduced a way to detect
normal vectors and orientation fields of hair fibers from photographs. Luo et al. [Luo et al.,
2013] proposed an advanced method which generates hidden hair strands by interpolating hairs.
This method assumes that the hair strands grow up from a scalp surface and estimates the
approximate distribution of hidden strands. This approach can be applied to modeling curly
hairs, which are hard to generate in CG. However, this method often fails to detect hair strands
because the detecting process depends on the quality of input images and an internally generated
point cloud. To achieve robust hair capture, Hu et al. [Hu et al., 2014a] proposed a method using
a database consisting of simulated strands. The strands are used for clustering the line segments
which are automatically generated from the point cloud obtained from input photographs. In
addition, this method allows users to input strokes to detect expected strands in constrained
hairstyles such as ponytails. However, modeling braided hairstyles had been difficult. Hu et
al. [Hu et al., 2014b] addressed this issue with a database storing segments of braided hairstyles.
The segments are generated from a part of braids using an RGB-D camera. This method picks
an appropriate segment which has a similar geometric structure to the captured hairstyle from
the database, and then an object of hair is generated. Zhang et al. [Zhang et al., 2017] proposed
another reconstruction framework using a database and four images: front, back, left, and right.
The resulting hair fibers are grown from the scalp surface along with an estimated orientation
that is detected from the input images.
Because preparing an image-capture environment with strictly adjusted multiple cameras
is one of the difficulties in using multiple-image methods, single-image methods are important to
solve hair-modeling problems in a simple way. In general, these methods take a single photograph
as well as user strokes as inputs. The single-image methods [Chai et al., 2012, 2013, 2015] in
the early 2010s focused on modifying the hair colors and hairstyles in portrait photographs. In
contrast to these methods, Hu et al. [Hu et al., 2015] proposed a framework for reconstructing
a hair object from a single photograph using user strokes and a database consisting of reference
hair objects. This method picks appropriate segments of hair objects from the database based
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Figure 2.1: A yarn curve with line segments.
on similarity and then combines the selected segments into one object. The main limitation
of these single-image methods was the user intervention component; thus, a fully automatic
framework without the interaction with users attracted researchers’ attention. To meet this
high demand, Chai et al. [Chai et al., 2016] proposed the AutoHair method, which employs a
hierarchical deep neural network and predicts segments and orientations of hair strands even
from a single photograph.
2.1.2 Yarn modeling
Yarn objects are also a widely used material for making clothes. One of the simple representa-
tions of a yarn curve is line segments, as shown in Figure 2.1.
Realistic fiber objects in CG have hundreds of millions of vertices for representing their
smooth curves. Moreover, the number of vertices explosively increases if a user converts lines
into cylinders to make use of high-quality rendering algorithms. Therefore, to naively generate
all fibers with lines or cylinders is an impractical solution even for current computers. In this
context, modeling yarn objects with super high quality is a challenging issue in CG.
Volumetric approaches using computed tomography (CT) scanners or X-rays for obtain-
ing the structure of yarn objects are used for generating yarn objects. However, volumetric
representation is not friendly for production pipelines in film companies because the volume
is difficult to manipulate. Also, volumetric approaches consume a huge storage footprint for
storing variations of textile data. To tackle these issues, Zhao et al. [Zhao et al., 2016] proposed
a novel framework using a CT scanner to procedurally generate yarn curves with 22 parameters
stemming from statistical data. Generating yarn objects on the fly with a procedural approach is
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one of the ideal answers to the manipulation and storage issues. This approach allows rendering
pipelines to generate fibers without volume data because the center lines of fibers for the target
object are computed on the fly. In addition, Zhao et al. also explained the difficulty of ren-
dering textiles by referring to fibers’ structural and optical complexities, which result in drastic
changes in fiber appearance. The method of Zhao et al. is regarded as a hall-of-fame method
for fiber-based yarn modeling, while there still exist several issues. Although this method is effi-
cient for generating yarn curves, the memory footprint for storing generated objects in external
storage is not considered. The resulting object of this procedural method tends to take a huge
memory footprint, and if it were larger than the size of the RAM in the computer used, com-
putation speed could easily decrease. This feature is impractical in the movie creation pipeline.
To address the time and storage issue, Luan et al. [Luan et al., 2017] proposed an extended
offline method and Wu et al. [Wu and Yuksel, 2019] proposed a practically interactive method.
Khungurn et al. [Khungurn et al., 2017] also proposed an approximated method. Even though
Zhao’s framework contributed to improving the details of yarn objects, fuzz and fluff details still
cannot be reconstructed because of the limited sampling extent of the CT scanner. Because of
this hardware limitation, fly-away fibers are not as accurate as the core fibers. Fluff and fuzz
effects can be found especially on the surface of carpets, chairs, or stuffed bunnies, as shown in
Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Visual effects of actual fluff and fuzz.
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2.2 Multi-Scale Rendering
Improving the appearance of fiber objects has also attracted a great deal of attention in CG.
The Kajiya-Kay model [Kajiya and Kay, 1989] was once the most common method to render
fiber objects such as human hair fibers, and this method is used even today if the computation
speed is more important than the quality of the resultant images. This model can imitate
the anisotropic effect of aligned fibers by computing reflected light on the surface of cylinders.
The Marschner model [Marschner et al., 2003] drastically improved the quality of human hair
fibers by adding a semi-transparent feature. Recent studies [Yan et al., 2015, 2017] simulate
more complex structures than the Marschner model by employing another layer of fibers for
the purpose of emulating the fur of animals. These methods inherit the advantages of the
Marschner model and then deal with complex light behavior including reflection, refraction,
and absorption. These rendering methods are good examples to show that the appearance of
fiber objects can be improved by correctly reconstructing the real microstructure. The features
of microstructures such as the surface of metals, clay, or brushed glass cannot be detected
sufficiently with conventional sampling methods as it would take a very long time. Moreover,
during the animation, highly detailed surfaces will exhibit flickering.
2.2.1 Microfacet methods
Microfacet methods are popular approaches to representing microstructures in CG. The effects
of microstructures were first found in a field of experimental physics [Torrance et al., 1966], and
the same research group derived a theoretical model of these effects [Torrance and Sparrow,
1967]. Microfacet models were introduced to the CG field by Blinn [Blinn, 1977], and then
Cook and Torrance modified this model [Cook and Torrance, 1982]. Microfacet models simulate
the distribution of normal vectors in micro-surfaces and then calculate the total brightness of
each of the areas. Wang et al. [Wang et al., 2008] used a microfacet model to simulate the
anisotropic effects of fabric objects. The main difference among microfacet methods is the
distribution of micro-roughness. To achieve realistic and reasonable rendering methods, many
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types of microfacet distributions and approximate methods have been proposed [Jakob et al.,
2010; Heitz et al., 2015].
2.2.2 Volume-based methods
Volume-based modeling methods for fabric objects [Zhao et al., 2012, 2014] define a density
distribution of yarn objects. These methods utilize a CT scanner which generates a small patch
of fibers. Then, patches are put on a surface of a target cloth, and thus the resulting cloth
appears to have realistic fluff. Zhao et al. scanned a density distribution of sample yarns and
created a small database of fabric which was used in the synthesis step. This method can
simulate woven clothes with fiber-level details relevant to a target pattern from the database. In
addition, the relationship between weave patterns and specular reflections was analyzed [Irawan
and Marschner, 2012]. Although these methods contributed to improving the appearance of
yarn objects, it was difficult to manipulate the parameters of yarn curves. Existing methods
rendering fiber-level details reconstruct yarn curves as a bunch of fibers with patch-level details.
To generate a realistic cloth with fiber-level details, Khungurn et al. [Khungurn et al., 2015]
derived a robust model for representing scattering effects of fibers, which is also applicable to
volumetric data. However, the fluff and fuzz of yarn curves are oversimplified in the previous
methods because of their thinness. Current studies are dealing with fiber-level details with yarn
modeling, and some cutting-edge methods [Khungurn and Marschner, 2017; Aliaga et al., 2017]
are able to generate an ellipsoidal cross-sectional shape of fibers.
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2.3 Improvement of Efficiency
Simultaneously realizing both computation speed acceleration and memory footprint reduction
is the other crucial topic in CG. New offline methods tend to ignore efficiency for practical usage.
Making such impractical methods practical is an interesting aspect in CG.
2.3.1 Real-time shadowing
A common method for rendering shade and shadow in interactive rendering is depth map
shadow [Williams, 1978]. At first, the distance between a light source and an object in a virtual
space is stored in this method. In the shadowing step, the renderer converts the coordinate sys-
tem into an appropriate one and then refers to the depth map to estimate the shadow area. The
depth map method is mainly used in video games because the algorithm is simple enough and the
computation speed is fast. Since this method only evaluates the existence of shadows, shadows
with semi-transparent objects cannot be rendered. Deep shadow maps method (DSM) [Lokovic
and Veach, 2000] is a density-based method for shadows cast from semi-transparent objects such
as hair fibers. The pixels in DSM store functions which return the density distribution of a
target virtual space. The ideal function for explaining density distribution is a linear function,
whereas this method employs piecewise linear approximation for simplification. In the shadow-
ing process, DSM estimates the light attenuation and defines the shadow color. DSM can render
shadows of semi-transparent media even though the computation for density distribution takes
a long time. Opacity shadow maps method (OSM) [Kim and Neumann, 2001] represents an
approximate method of DSM. OSM separates the virtual space into certain areas and computes
the summation of the local density. At first, OSM converts the coordinate system into the light
source coordinate system and then decomposes the virtual space along with the depth direction.
The system stores the total density of each local space into the textures. In the shadowing
process, the renderer refers to two density values for interpolation at the arbitrary point and
computes the light attenuation with the density distribution to render shadows. Instead of stor-
ing the function returning the density distribution in DSM, OSM sparsely stores the density
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values to achieve an efficient algorithm. However, the rendered shadows with OSM have lay-
ered artifacts because of the nature of the algorithm. On the other hand, the density-clustering
method [Mertens et al., 2004] separately rasterizes fragments of a target object, and the method
computes the density distribution. The density-clustering method achieves better layer distri-
bution than OSM, but resulting images still have aliasing. Moreover, the total number of layers
is limited in the density clustering. Deep opacity maps method (DOM) [Yuksel and Keyser,
2008] removed artifacts by storing the density value with an advanced technique. Since DOM
is closely related to the proposed method in this thesis, the full details of the original algorithm
will be given in Chapter 5.
2.3.2 Anti-aliasing
An important feature of fiber objects lies in their thickness. In general, fibers are thin and
renderers often cannot find their accurate position. Consequently, shadows of fibers have aliasing
that can be decreased with offline rendering by increasing the number of a sampling rate, while
interactive rendering cannot use this strategy because of its high computation cost. To solve the
anti-aliasing problem, various methods have been proposed in interactive rendering. The depth
map shadow approach [Williams, 1978] is a low-memory-consumption and fast method, while it
causes aliasing in the case that the depth map includes too wide a region. In this case, shadows
have aliasing because of lack of resolution of the depth map. To address this issue, projective
warping approaches [Stamminger and Drettakis, 2002; Wimmer et al., 2004; Martin and Tan,
2004; Lloyd et al., 2008] have been proposed. These methods convert a coordinate system
in the depth computation process. In contrast to the projective warping approaches, depth
partitioning approaches [Tadamura et al., 2001; Lloyd et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006] use multiple
depth buffers with different resolutions and store the depth information with an appropriate
resolution. Other methods [Fernando et al., 2001; Lefohn et al., 2005; Rosen, 2012; Tokuyoshi
et al., 2014] with an adaptive algorithm have been recently proposed. This algorithm computes
an importance map of a target scene and then provides enough computation resources for the pre-
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computed important regions. Another solution for removing aliasing from shadows in interactive
rendering is a filtering algorithm. The filtering algorithm inserts some tricks in the sampling
process of shadowing. The simple method is percentage closer filtering (PCF) [Reeves et al.,
1987], which changes the order of the computation process to evaluate the soft shadows. Variance
shadow maps method (VSM) [Donnelly and Lauritzen, 2006] employs Chebyshev’s inequality
to compute a probability of shadows for each pixel and uses the probability for determining
the color of shadows. The main disadvantage of VSM is a light leak artifact, but this issue is
addressed by Yang et al. [Yang et al., 2010]. Some filtering approaches [Crow, 1984; Glassner,
1986; Hensley et al., 2005] use pre-defined tables for sampling textures to rapidly compute the
average shadow colors. Exponentially interpolating the shadow density is another interesting
direction in filtering approaches [Annen et al., 2008]. Moment shadow map methods [Peters and
Klein, 2015; Peters et al., 2017] mathematically derive ideal kernels for the filtering process of
shadow map methods. Subpixel approaches [Lecocq et al., 2014; Jimenez et al., 2012] generate
tessellated pixels along with the boundary of input polygons and each subpixel is used for
determining the local shadow region. There are many prior anti-aliasing methods for shadowing
that are introduced in CG books [Eisemann et al., 2011; Akenine-Möller et al., 2018].
Chapter 3
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Figure 3.1: Expected camera positions and corresponding methods. The short red line is the target
object in this framework and the camera icons denote the positions of a virtual camera.
In this framework, users are allowed to choose an appropriate method or to combine some
methods depending on camera positions: near, middle, and distant view. The camera positions
of near, middle, and distant view can be defined using the relationship between the thickness
of yarn objects and the size of pixels in a final image. In the near view, a single fiber is thicker
than the size of a single pixel, while a single yarn object is thinner than one pixel in the distant
view. The appropriate methods with each camera position are shown in Figure 3.1. Explicitly
modeling fiber objects is always the best solution to represent the superfine details. However,
the computation cost for handling explicit objects in CG tends to be huge. Therefore, using
appropriate methods for dealing with fiber objects is an important issue. Figure 3.2 shows
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the relationship between the computation speed and quality of the methods included in the
framework. Note that the stochastic rendering method is a high-quality method in the near
view, while the method provides high-quality results in the distant view.
In the near view, a method for explicitly modeling fiber objects is needed because only
the target object is included in the final image and superfine details of the target objects are
required. The explicit modeling and approximate shadowing methods are used in the middle
view in order to represent detailed structure of the target object and to decrease aliasing in fiber
shadows. Generating detailed geometries is not required in the distant view, while the overall
appearance generated from the fiber details is needed. To represent the appearance of fiber
objects in the distant view, a stochastic fiber-rendering method is proposed in this framework.
This chapter provides an overview of the three methods to be proposed in this thesis. Each
of the three sections introduces a brief background and notable prior methods; in addition, the
important concept of the proposed method and its resulting images are represented. Note that
detailed discussions and limitations are postponed to the subsequent corresponding chapters.
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(a) Near view.
(b) Distant view.
Figure 3.2: The relationship between the computation speed and final quality of proposed methods
with each camera position.
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Figure 3.3: A resulting image with the proposed modeling method.
3.1 Explicit Fiber Modeling
Yarn objects are widely used material for making clothes, towels, chairs, and curtains. Despite
their importance, generating yarn objects in a virtual space is difficult because of their intricate
structure. Although a previous method [Zhao et al., 2016] achieved the generation of yarn objects
with fiber-level details, the method only focused on generating a single piece of yarn and ignored
the fine features of microfibers. In Chapter 4, automatic and interactive methods for generating
yarn objects are proposed, and a workflow for generating fabric objects with generated yarn
objects is also described. A resulting image is shown in Figure 3.3. Fluffy effects of a fabric
object are rendered with microfibers generated by the proposed method. The proposed method
allows users to easily generate high-quality fabric objects with microfibers, while a resulting
object takes a huge memory footprint because of the large number of vertices.
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Figure 3.4: A resulting image with the proposed approximate fiber-shadowing method.
3.2 Approximate Fiber Shadowing
Chapter 5 pays special attention to shadows of hairs, which are vital to human animation. An
interactive volumetric approach proposed by Yuksel and Keyser [Yuksel and Keyser, 2008] suc-
ceeded in rendering hair shadows. Temporal-aliasing artifacts can be alleviated by image-space
post-processing such as neighboring pixel averaging, though the computation speed depends
on the resolution of final images. The proposed method employs an object-space anti-aliasing
approach by approximating the three-dimensional shape of a hair object with a cloud of variable-
size square splats with a concentric opacity distribution. Shadows in the resulting image keep
the overall shape of a target object, as shown in Figure 3.4, and the temporal-aliasing artifacts
are decreased, even in an enlarged view. Empirical evaluation reveals that the proposed method
outperforms the existing image-space anti-aliasing with a minimum loss of computational speed.
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Figure 3.5: A resulting image with the proposed rendering method.
3.3 Stochastic Fiber Rendering
Although the fine details of yarn objects are important in rendering realistic images, the resulting
objects tend to take a huge memory footprint. The footprint issue has been addressed by a
recent interactive rendering approach [Wu and Yuksel, 2019], which achieves an efficient image
synthesis with run-time vertex generation. However, a maximal number of vertices depends on
the hardware to be used. To overcome the hardware limitation, an algorithm for stochastically
reproducing yarn appearance using advanced volume rendering is presented in Chapter 6. Note
that the proposed method has its own assumption: a camera in a virtual space does not magnify
a target object. Because a resulting object does not have a geometric structure, an enlarged
view is not accurate. Practically, this feature is not a critical issue because this case is unusual
in video games. Moreover, a level-of-details approach can be used for handling such a case. A
resulting image with the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 3.5. The overall appearance
is similar to the ground truth using a geometric object. The proposed method succeeded in
imitating the appearance of the ground truth object without generating an intricate geometric
object. A remaining issue is how to handle local shading generated by the helical structure of a
yarn object.
Chapter 4
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In this chapter, automatic and interactive methods for explicitly generating fabric objects
with microfibers are proposed. The automatic method (Section 4.1) reuses the parameters
obtained from CT images and then generates microfibers of natural appearance. On the other
hand, the interactive method (Section 4.2) utilizes parameters input by users for determining
the shape of fibers. Section 4.3 focuses on the limitations of each method and further directions.
4.1 Recursive Method for Yarn Objects with Fly-Away Fibers
Making realistic yarn objects that simulate this common material for textiles without losing
details is a challenging issue. Recent methods for modeling yarn can be classified into two
categories: volume-based methods and fiber-based ones. Among them, one of the latest fiber-
based method [Zhao et al., 2016] attempts to reconstruct twisted fibers from CT images to
improve the details of yarn models. While this method dramatically improves the detail, the
fluff, and fuzz of the yarn still cannot be accurately obtained because of the limited sampling
length of the CT scanner. The proposed method aims to realize the fluff and fuzz effects of
yarn in CG. To that end, an extension method to attach microfibers to each fiber of a target
piece of yarn has been developed. The method approximates the distribution of microfibers by
recursively using statistical data.
4.1.1 Structure of yarn objects
In this section, the actual structure of yarn objects is described. The structure of real yarn
can be categorized according to the length of each fiber, the materials, and the thickness. The
state-of-the-art method mainly aims to generate filament yarn. Silk and nylon are common
real materials associated with filament yarn. Chemical fibers such as polyester can also be the
material of filament yarn. Silk is the typical filament-type fiber and does not have fly-away
fibers, while spun yarn tends to have fly-away fibers because this yarn consists of a bunch of
short fibers. The typical materials of spun yarn are cotton, wool, and hemp. Filament yarns
have glossy effects because of their flat surface, and spun yarns have fluffy effects, as shown in
Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison between real filament yarn (silk) and real spun yarn (wool).
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Figure 4.2: The cross-sectional image of yarn with a hierarchical structure. There are three hierar-
chical levels: yarn is denoted by red areas, plies are denoted by blue areas, and fibers are
denoted by the green areas.
There is an assumption in recent CG studies that defines the hierarchical structure of yarn
objects. In this definition, the top level is yarn, which consists of one ply or multiple plies, and
one ply has multiple fibers. Figure 4.2 schematically shows this structure.
In general, one strand of yarn consists of two or three twisted plies. The helical structure
with plies can be confirmed in real yarn curves, as shown in Figure 4.3.
To imitate the high-quality fluffy effects, simulating the spinning process is required. How-
ever, the accurate simulation for microfeatures is not practical with current CG. Therefore, the
fluffy effects are represented by extending an existing method proposed in [Zhao et al., 2016].
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Figure 4.3: A real photograph of silk yarn taken by a digital microscope (Keyence VHX-1000).
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Table 4.1: Parameters in the previous method [Zhao et al., 2016].
Parameter Type
Cross-Sectional Fiber Distribution
Fiber Twisting
Fiber Migration
Ply Cross-Section
Ply Twisting
Per-Ply Fiber Count
4.1.2 Structure of the proposed method
The proposed method is based on the fiber-level geometric procedural model [Zhao et al., 2016].
There are four main steps to generate yarn curves in the original method:
Step 1. Obtain plies’ statistical data from CT images.
Step 2. Obtain fibers’ statistical data from ply data.
Step 3. Generate plies with fibers from statistical data.
Step 4. Generate yarn curves by integrating the plies.
In the first step, fibers are clustered into a ply by using k-means clustering, where k is defined
as the number of real plies. For the object in Figure 4.2, k is set to 3. After that, the method
combines cross-sectional fiber distribution in depth and reconstructs each fiber.
The second step focuses on the fiber-level statistical data. Firstly, fibers are separated
into fly-away and regular fibers depending on the distance between the position of each fiber
and the centerline of each ply. If the distance is too long, the fiber is classified as a fly-away
fiber. After the separation process, statistical data is obtained from both types of fibers. The
third and fourth steps generate yarn curves. This method generates fibers from statistical
data, combines them, and then merges the plies into a single strand of yarn. In the proposed
method, an extra function is added to the fourth step to generate microfibers from the existing
parameters (Table 4.1).
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4.1.3 Algorithm
To tackle the sampling length issue of the CT scanner and to generate fibers with a natural
shape, the proposed method assumes that yarn objects have a fractal structure. The fractal is
a well-known structure; it can be broadly found in nature, e.g., in leaves, rivers, and branches
of trees. Based on this assumption, the proposed method attaches additional thin fibers, called
microfibers, to a yarn object, which can be generated by the previous method. Note that
real yarn does not have fractal structures. Fly-away fibers in real yarn arise from geometrically
transforming a part of the fibers. However, to generate accurate fly-away fibers in CG, proposing
a new method and obtaining new CT data are needed. In addition, CT scanners are not widely
used devices, except for in hospitals and large factories, and thus methods using such devices
are not easily implemented.
A yarn object generated by the related method [Zhao et al., 2016] has regular and fly-away
fibers. In contrast to regular fibers, which are spatially aligned, fly-away fibers are irregularly
oriented. These fly-away fibers are irregular fibers which are cut or drawn out. In addition, fly-
away fibers can be classified into two categories—loop and hair-type fly-away fibers. Loop-type
fly-away fibers have two endpoints that fit into a yarn object (imagine a solar prominence). On
the other hand, hair-type fly-away fibers have one endpoint fitting into a yarn object, as shown
in Figure 4.4. In the previous method, hair-type fibers are additionally created after the regular
and loop-type fly-away fibers.
While the previous method provides fiber-level details, the proposed method adds mi-
crofibers to each of the fibers. In this method, it is assumed that local features of fibers are
fractally recurring, as explained in Figure 4.5. Thus, the proposed method uses parameters of
fly-away fibers to create microfibers. The position of each microfiber depends on the density
distribution of fibers from CT images. In addition, the length of each microfiber is determined
based on the ratio of the length between the original yarn and the fly-away fibers and can be
modified with an additional weight defined by users. As a result of this approach, it is expected
that the microstructure of yarn objects will be visible in an enlarged view.
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(a) Hair-type fiber.
(b) Loop-type fiber.
Figure 4.4: The variations of fly-away fibers.
Table 4.2: Execution environment.
CPU Intel Core-i7 6700HQ 2.6GHz
GPU NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960M
RAM 16GB
The proposed method utilizes the density value of microfibers on each ply. It is assumed
that the statistical data can be recursively used to generate microfibers. The numbers of loop-
type and hair-type fly-away fibers are already obtained during the second step. Therefore, the
proposed method uses the total number of fly-away fibers as the number of microfibers on each
fiber. The positions of microfibers are randomly chosen from the vertices of each fiber. The
rotation angles of the microfibers are also defined from the statistical data. The rotation angle
and fiber length define the shape of each fly-away fiber. The length of each microfiber is manually
modified because the obtained length of fly-away fibers is too long to apply to microfibers.
4.1.4 Results
All images in this section are rendered with a standard laptop PC (Table 4.2) by using the
Mitsuba renderer with the Photon mapper [Jakob, 2010].
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Figure 4.5: The recursive strategy for generating microfibers. The blue and green lines denote fly-
away fibers and microfibers generated by the proposed method.
The statistical data for making microfibers was obtained from CT images taken by Zhao
and his research team. Comparing Figure 4.6(b) with Figure 4.6(a), it is confirmed that the image
with the proposed method has blur effects at the edge of fibers and shows a darker shadow thanks
to the obtained microfibers.
On the other hand, comparing Figure 4.7(b) with Figure 4.7(a), it turns out that the
microfibers can hide the shadows among fibers; as a result, the overall color of yarn curves is
lighter than that with the previous method.
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(a) The rendered image with the original method [Zhao et al., 2016].
(b) The rendered image with the proposed method.
Figure 4.6: The rendered images. (a) and (b) show the yarn objects generated by the previous
method [Zhao et al., 2016] and by the proposed method, respectively.
(a) The rendered image with the original method in [Zhao et al., 2016].
(b) The rendered image with our method.
Figure 4.7: The enlarged images of Figure 4.6.
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4.2 Interactive Method for Fabric Objects with Microfibers
Yarn objects are common material for generating clothes, which are essential for creating realistic
scenes in CG. Zhao et al. [Zhao et al., 2016] dramatically improved the quality of yarn objects and
reduced the computation cost, while the generation cost for fly-away fibers remains a challenge.
Some materials incorporating microfibers, such as pile fabric and chenille yarn, are widely used
for necessities, including towels, car seat upholstery, and clothes, even though the generation of
these materials is difficult even with the current method. In addition, the previous approach
focuses only on automating the creation of a single strand of yarn, and there are few known
methods for producing fabric from the generated yarn. In order to tackle these issues, this study
presents a method for generating yarn curves with additional microfibers and proposes a new
method for automatically generating fabric using piled yarn of an arbitrary size.
4.2.1 Microstructure of piled fabric and chenille yarn
Piled fabric is one of the well-known materials for making clothes or daily necessities. Firstly,
this section describes the characteristics and structure of this material and then explains the
difficulties of creating piled fabric. The last part of this section introduces the generation process
of piled fabric and demonstrates the difference in appearance between a yarn object generated by
the previous method and those by the present method. By attaching microfibers on the surface
of a target object, fabric objects get glossy effects. There are several methods for attaching
microfibers in the reality, as shown in the following figures.
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• Method 1 (Figure 4.8):
1. Generate fabric with additional fibers; and
2. cut the middle of additional fibers.
Figure 4.8: Fabric generation Method 1.
• Method 2 (Figure 4.9):
1. Generate two fabric objects at the same time with additional fibers; and
2. cut the middle of additional fibers.
Figure 4.9: Fabric generation Method 2.
• Method 3 (Figure 4.10):
1. Generate fabric;
2. apply adhesive on the surface of the fabric; and
3. paste pile fibers by using static electricity.
Figure 4.10: Fabric generation Method 3.
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In contrast to piled fabric, chenille yarn has additional fibers for each yarn curve. The
chenille yarn has a different name depending on its fabrication method. The yarn which has
microfibers with electrostatic flocking (Method 3) has a similar structure to chenille yarn and is
called flock yarn [Matsuura, 1967].
Fibers that are densely packed in narrow sections such as microfibers of piled fabric or
chenille yarn are difficult to express with existing methods. In order to address this issue and
reproduce the softness effect of the fiber objects, the proposed method extends the generation
process of fly-away fibers in the existing method.
Techniques for placing high-quality yarn curves on specific meshes to generate clothes and
fabric with complex patterns have been proposed [Yuksel et al., 2012; Leaf et al., 2018], though
these techniques require specific knowledge for users. A semi-automatic method for generating
knitted objects [Wu et al., 2018] has also been proposed, but users have to make a mesh object
as an input. A method that enables users to create large-scale structures consisting of yarn
curves without specific knowledge is proposed in this section.
4.2.2 Details of the proposed method
The method proposed in this section enables users to change the appearance of yarn curves and
to create fabric with microfibers. An outline of this method is illustrated in Figure 4.11. This
method consists of three processes. The details of each subsystem are explained in the following
sections.
• Subsystem α generates a single piece of yarn. The algorithm used in this process is the
improved version of the previous method [Zhao et al., 2016].
• Subsystem β takes two vertex positions as inputs and outputs the yarn positions.
• Subsystem γ outputs a textile object.
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Figure 4.11: The method generates fabric objects using yarn objects with fiber-level details.
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Table 4.3: Parameters of pile fibers.
Parameter Description
l Length of a pile
n Number of pile fibers for each direction
d Distance between neighboring fibers
θ Rotation angle of pile fibers
(a) n = 1 (b) n = 2 (c) n = 3
Figure 4.12: The position of microfibers when users change the parameter n from 1 to 3. The
gray circle denotes the cross-section of the fiber and the black lines the positions of
microfibers.
4.2.3 Algorithm for yarn generation
In order to create piled fabric, microfibers are attached. Several parameters are defined to
modify the appearance of microfibers in this method, as listed in Table 4.3.
The parameter n defines the number of microfibers. The distance d between adjacent
microfibers defines the position of microfibers. When considering a fiber is treated as a cylinder,
the microfibers are arranged perpendicular to the fiber with its rotation angle of around 180/n
degree, as shown in Figure 4.12. When each piece of yarn has long pile fibers, the overall
appearance looks like a bath towel. On the other hand, when the fibers are very short, the
appearance will be smooth like car seats.
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Table 4.4: Parameters used for generating pile fibers.
l (cm) n d (cm) θ (degree)
(a) – – – –
(b) 0.005 2 0.005 0.0
(c) 0.025 2 0.005 0.0
(d) 0.025 2 0.005 [0.0, 90.0] (random value)
Figure 4.13(a) to (d) provide enlarged views of a yarn object generated by the previous
and proposed methods, respectively. Each yarn object has different parameter values, as shown
in Table 4.4. The details of the yarn object generated by the proposed method are improved
relative to those by the previous method.
In Figure 4.13(d), z-axis aliasing is confirmed. It comes from the aligned positions of mi-
crofibers and can be removed with a random distribution of microfibers, as shown in Figure 4.14.
However, because the following fabric-generation process supposes that the input microfibers
are aligned with the local z-axis of a yarn object, Figure 4.13(d) is used in this thesis.
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(a) Previous method. (b) Proposed method with short pile fibers.
(c) Proposed method with long pile fibers. (d) Proposed method with randomly rotated long pile
fibers.
Figure 4.13: The generated yarn objects. The appearance of the surface of the yarn object is improved
with attached pile fibers.
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Figure 4.14: The generated yarn object with randomly distributed microfibers.
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4.2.4 Algorithm for fabric generation
In the previous section, the method for generating a single piece of yarn was proposed. An
extended method for generating large-scale objects such as fabric and clothes is needed to create
realistic textile representations in a virtual space. In this section, the following three methods
for generating a large-scale object are proposed:
A. Generating a rectangular fabric object.
B. Converting a cylinder-based fabric object into a fiber-based fabric object.
C. Attaching yarn curves on a mesh.
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A. Generating a rectangular fabric object
This paragraph describes a method for generating a weaved fabric object. Subsystem α gen-
erates a single piece of yarn with microfibers, as described in Section 4.2.3. In Subsystem β,
yarn centerlines for each piece of yarn are computed in accordance with the following four steps.
Subsystem γ transforms the yarn object generated by Subsystem α so as to correctly fit the
positions computed in Subsystem β.
Step (1): In order to compute the yarn centerlines, this method uses two diagonal vertices
D1 and D2 of an arbitrary rectangle of final fabric to be specified by users. The x and y ranges
of the rectangular plane are specified by D1x ≤ x ≤ D2x and D1y ≤ y ≤ D2y.
Step (2): This step computes the yarn centerlines on the rectangular plane defined in Step (1)
depending on the intervals of warp V and weft H. The number of yarn curves is automatically
computed from the intervals, as shown in Figure 4.15.
Step (3): Warp and weft yarn curves are woven into the real fabric and then appear alternately
on the surface of the fabric. Pieces of yarn are placed based on the wavy curves to approximate
this structure in this method using the parameter of a fabric thickness T . Each vertex in the yarn
centerlines is alternatively moved T/2 up or down. A Catmull-Rom spline curve [Catmull and
Rom, 1974] is employed to compute the curved shape of yarn centerlines, as shown in Figure 4.16.
Step (4): This step transforms the generated fabric object into a wavy shape with the am-
plitude parameter A and periodic parameter C.
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Figure 4.15: The positions of warp and weft in Step (2) of Method A. The solid red line is the
visualized centerline of a yarn object. The red circles denote D1 and D2. The rectangle
with the broken blue line denotes the area where yarn curves are arranged. The arrow
with the solid blue line is H and with the broken green line is V .
Figure 4.16: Comparison between the center line of the yarn curve before and after transformation
in Step (3). The broken red line gives the position before the transformation and the
solid red line the position after it. The blue circles are vertices of center positions. The
green arrow denotes the moving direction for each vertex.
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Figure 4.17: The extended method for converting cylinder to yarn.
B. A method for converting cylinder- or line-based yarn models into fiber-based
yarn models
Improving the quality of existing yarn models is another interesting challenge for practical
purposes. Method B converts a cylinder- or line-based yarn object into a fiber-based yarn object.
This method extends the procedure in Figure 4.11: Subsystem β is removed and Subsystem γ is
modified, as shown in Figure 4.17. The new method takes the yarn centerlines as input.
Each piece of yarn with fiber-level details is represented as a bunch of curves along with
the yarn centerlines. The method obtains the starting point C⃗i1 and ending point C⃗i2 for each
cylinder from the input yarn object, and the resulting yarn curves are aligned along with the
yarn centerlines calculated by Equation (4.1), where i denotes each cylinder or line in the input
object.
C⃗i = C⃗i2 − C⃗i1 (4.1)
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C. A method for attaching a bunch of yarn curves on a mesh surface
Because Methods A and B require explicit three-dimensional positions as input for computing
the accurate yarn centerlines, they are not applicable to generating carpet objects, which have
randomly upward yarn curves. The method presented in this section uses a mesh as input for
Subsystem γ and randomly attaches yarn curves on the input mesh. The parameter provided
by users in this method is Nyarn, which denotes the number of pieces of yarn, and the positions
for the yarn to be attached are automatically computed with the following steps.
(1) Obtain the number Nyarn of yarn curves to be attached.
(2) Obtain the number Npolygon of polygons in the input mesh.
(3) Compute the maximum number Nlocal of yarn curves to be attached on a single polygon.
(4) Generate two random values Rvertical and Rhorizontal.
(5) Compute the yarn positions to be attached with the random values.
This method runs Step (1) and Step (2) when the input mesh is read, and Step (3) uses
Equation (4.2) to calculate the numbers of yarn curves on a target polygon.
Nlocal = Nyarn/Npolygon (4.2)
Step (4) generates two random values in a range of [0.0, 1.0] to compute the yarn positions.
Step (5) computes the position P where the yarn is to be attached on the polygon with Equa-
tion (4.3) using the random values generated in Step (4).
P1 = Rand1 ∗A+ (1−Rand1) ∗B
P = Rand2 ∗ P1 + (1−Rand2) ∗ C,
(4.3)
where A, B, and C denote three vertices to make a triangle polygon and Rand1 and Rand2 are
the random values generated in Step (4). P1 is a dummy value to make the equation easy to read.
The random values are generated with a hash function introduced in a related work [Wyman
and McGuire, 2017]. The method assumes that each polygon in the input mesh has a similar
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size. If some polygons had an extremely big or small size, the density of yarn curves on the
input mesh would not become flat. In this case, users can remove the deviation in the density
by subdividing polygons into patches.
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4.2.5 Results
The resulting images in this section are generated with the Mitsuba renderer [Jakob, 2010],
while Method C uses the Embree renderer Ver. 2 [Wald et al., 2014]. Method B uses an existing
object provided by Cem Yuksel [Yuksel, 2012].
Method A: rectangular fabric object
The results with the proposed method have some blur and fluffy effects on the surface of the
fabric, as shown in Figure 4.18. On the other hand, it turns out that the microfibers can hide
the shadows among fibers and thus make the overall color of the fabric brighter than with the
previous method in Figure 4.18(a). Although the resulting image with long microfibers has fluffy
effects, a lattice pattern occurs between yarn curves because the orientation of microfibers is
aligned, as shown in Figure 4.18(c). The lattice pattern artifact is reduced in Figure 4.18(d)
because of the random rotation of attached microfibers.
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(a) Fabric without microfibers. (b) Fabric with short microfibers.
(c) Fabric with long microfibers. (d) Fabric with rotated long microfibers.
Figure 4.18: Examples of generated fabric. The red scale in (a) denotes the length of a single yarn
generated by Subsystem α. The small images in the upper right corner present an
enlarged view of the red rectangle area in (a). The parameters used to generate the
fabric are equal to those used in Figure 4.13(a)(d).
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Table 4.5: The number of cylinders and computation time for generating large-scale objects.
Number of cylinders Computation time (seconds)
(a) 19,675 7.2
(b) 19,675 7.7
(c) 17,164,230 13.2
(d) 17,164,230 13.3
Table 4.6: Execution environment.
CPU Intel Xeon E5-2687W 3.1 GHz
GPU NVIDIA GeForce GTX 770
RAM 64GB
Method B: convert cylinder-based object into fiber-based object
Figure 4.19 compares the cylinder-based object and the fiber-based object generated by the
proposed method. Table 4.5 summarizes the total computation times to generate these objects
using the PC whose specifications are shown in Table 4.6.
The brightness gradient of the target objects is different between Figure 4.19(a) and Fig-
ure 4.19(b). The edge of the fiber-based object looks darker than the cylinder-based object.
Because the cylinder-based object has a smooth surface, it reflects light in a similar direction.
The fiber-based object has a rough surface, so the light is scattered in various directions. In the
enlarged view, it can be confirmed that the cylinder-based object has been correctly converted
into the fiber-based object.
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(a) The fabric object with cylinders. (b) The fabric object with fibers.
(c) The enlarged view of (a). (d) The enlarged view of (b).
Figure 4.19: The rendered images with the cylinder-based object and the generated fiber-based ob-
ject. (c) and (d) are the enlarged view of (a) and (b), respectively. The red scale in
(a) and (c) denotes the length of a single piece of yarn.
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Method C: Applying yarn objects on the surface of mesh object
Both objects in Figure 4.20 are generated by Method C and Figure 4.20(b) and show microfibers
around the yarn object. The number Nyarn of pieces of yarn is one million and the path tracer
is used for the rendering. The overall color of the generated object without microfibers in
Figure 4.20(a) is darker than that of the generated object with microfibers in Figure 4.20(b). In
the enlarged views, the image rendered without microfibers in Figure 4.20(c) is darker than the
object with microfibers in Figure 4.20(d). Dense microfibers cause these brightness differences;
the same effect can be found in the reality. The appearance of densely distributed fibers is
represented by imitating the realistic structure with the proposed method.
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(a) The generated mesh object without microfibers. (b) The generated mesh object with microfibers.
(c) The enlarged view of (a). (d) The enlarged view of (b).
Figure 4.20: The resulting images of generated objects.
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4.3 Discussions
In this chapter, methods to allow users to generate microfibers using yarn statistical data were
proposed and successfully used to add new features to a fiber-based yarn object. It is expected
that the appearance of aged, moth-eaten, and wet clothes will be improved even more with
microfibers generated by the proposed method. However, the position, length, and thickness of
microfibers are not accurate. These parameters are recursively used, while length and thickness
are modified. To solve these problems, it is an interesting future direction to precisely analyze
the features of real microfibers and quantify them. Although the proposed method does not
result in good quality from the viewpoint of accuracy, it has a strong potential to be used in
interactive CG, including video games. In addition, this method does not require new datasets,
and this feature makes the previous method [Zhao et al., 2016] more practical without the loss
of its advantages. The resulting image looks natural to the human eye because of the fractal
structures. Moreover, this algorithm is seamlessly applicable to GPU implementation.
Additionally, it is necessary to consider collision detection among fibers. Currently, it is
not considered in this method, and as such, microfibers intersect each other. Collision detection
is closely related to static electricity, dirtiness, and the softness of clothes. Collision detection
among microstructures remains an important issue in the CG field. A recent hair-simulation
method [Chai et al., 2014] aims to solve this complex problem. However, inter-fiber collision
detection still cannot be solved by existing methods. Therefore, a new method to solve inter-
volume or inter-microstructure collision detection is needed.
To clarify elements of softness effects with fluff is one of the most important issues of cloth
research. It was found that the shielding effects of microfibers are important to realizing the soft-
ness effect. A similar idea is already known in the microfacet theory as masking function [Smith,
1967; Heitz, 2014]. Microstructures have quite small irregularities on their surfaces. Therefore,
some incident light rays and reflected light rays will be shielded by these small irregularities. To
make more realistic geometric objects of yarn objects, it is necessary to simulate this shielding
effect.
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The color of fabric is one of the key elements to determining the personality of a character
in a virtual space. In order to apply colors to fabric, a new procedure should be incorporated
into the method.
The memory and storage footprints are additional issues in offline rendering. To decrease
memory consumption, a promising solution is to employ level-of-detail and to use a geometry
shader which generates new vertices on the fly, as introduced in a real-time method for fiber
objects [Wu and Yuksel, 2019].
In the automatic and interactive yarn modeling method, microfibers are defined as a new
hierarchy of yarn objects. Although the current algorithm uses a limited number of hierarchies,
the hierarchy can be infinitely generated by the fractal structure. Fractals were solidified by
Mandelbrot in 1975 (as explained in the book by [Albers and Alexanderson, 2008]). The fractal
structure is a self-recurrent structure. Its overall shape and micro features have a similar ap-
pearance. In the interactive method, the next level of microfibers can be generated by using the
defined parameters. On the other hand, the statistical parameters can be used in the automatic
method. However, the proposed method uses only one additional level of microfibers because
the final quality is sufficient in this framework.
The standard definition of yarn thickness is not in millimeters. In the textile industry, the
thickness of yarn is defined in weight per length. However, the thickness of yarn curves needs
to be parameterized with numbers in CG. Therefore, proposing a simple and globally accepted
definition of yarn curves is an interesting direction toward creating fiber objects with realistic
parameters in a virtual space.
Chapter 5
APPROXIMATE FIBER SHADOWING
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In this chapter, an object space shadow filtering method is proposed. The first section
explains the issues for interactively rendering fiber shadows. Section 5.2 explains how object
space shadow filtering works with fiber objects. Section 5.3 presents the main algorithm of
the proposed method. Section 5.4 shows the resulting images, and Section 5.5 discusses the
limitations of the proposed method.
5.1 Realistic Shadows
Shadows are known to be important elements for virtual objects in CG. Shadows provide a
stereoscopic effect from which users can obtain depth cues. Generating shadows of virtual
objects is an easy problem if we use a ray-tracing algorithm in an offline manner. In ray-tracing,
a reflection direction is computed after a ray intersects an object, and then a shadow ray is cast
in that direction. If the shadow ray hits any objects, the corresponding pixel is recognized as a
part of a shadow. However, interactive shadowing is not as easy as offline shadowing. Methods
to compute multiple bounces in a virtual space do not work in an interactive setting because
they tend to take a long time to compute. One solution for approximating ray behavior is a
depth mapping algorithm [Williams, 1978]. The distance value between a light source and the
nearest object from the light is stored for each pixel. This depth map gives a region that light
has reached, and a rendering program converts the coordinate system of the virtual space into
the light source coordinate system when computing the shadow area. Although this method is
simple and easy to implement, the resulting shadows have aliasing with fiber objects. Decreasing
this kind of aliasing is still a challenging issue in CG.
5.2 Details of the Proposed Method
This section differentiates the proposed method from existing ones and introduces an underlying
method to achieve a new anti-aliasing method.
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(a) ISSF. (b) OSSF.
Figure 5.1: Difference between image and object space shadow filtering. ISSF applies anti-aliasing
after shadows are generated, while OSSF applies anti-aliasing before shadows are gener-
ated.
5.2.1 Image space and object space approach
Percentage closer filtering (PCF) is a well-known image space shadow filtering (ISSF) method
for decreasing aliasing in images. This method is simple to implement, while computation
cost depends on the resolution of a resulting image because the method blends pixel colors
among neighboring pixels. ISSF executes anti-aliasing after shadows are generated, as shown in
Figure 5.1(a), while the proposed method executes anti-aliasing before shadows are generated,
as in Figure 5.1(b). The proposed anti-aliasing method approximates the shape of fibers in a
three-dimensional space and then generates shadows with a volume-based shadowing method.
This approach is called object space shadow filtering (OSSF) in this thesis, which has not
been recognized as an effective method for anti-aliasing before. Similar methods are known as
splatting approaches [Westover, 1990], which represent an overall shape of a projected volume
with a bunch of small segments. A bunch of small segments is also used in programs for surface
rendering: QSplat [Rusinkiewicz and Levoy, 2000] and Surfels [Pfister et al., 2000]. These
methods focus on representing target objects and rendering them, while the proposed method
only uses an approximate object for generating shadows of a target object.
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Figure 5.2: DOM workflow.
5.2.2 Underlying method
This section introduces deep opacity maps method (DOM) [Yuksel and Keyser, 2008], which is
strongly related to the proposed method. DOM generates shadows of fiber objects with three
steps, as shown in Figure 5.2. This method takes as input hair-shaped objects consisting of lines
or polygons. The depth map stores depth values and the opacity map stores opacity values of
a target object. DOM decompose the virtual space along with the depth direction and sparsely
stores the total opacity values for each region. A shadowing process in DOM refers to the depth
map and opacity map and generates shadows using interpolated opacity values. Details of each
step are explained in the subsequent sections.
Depth Map
DOM converts the coordinate system into the light source coordinate system and then, for each
pixel in the depth map MD(x,y), stores the distance value from the light source to the nearest
object.
Opacity Maps
Opacity maps MO(x, y, z) store opacity values of the target object. At first, DOM decomposes
the virtual space into quadrangular spaces along with horizontal (x) and vertical (y) directions.
The starting points of these quadrangular spaces are defined by depth map MD(x,y) for each pixel.
Afterward, the quadrangular spaces are decomposed again along with their depth directions, and
a parameter z denotes an index number of a quadrangular space with depth direction. Each
of the starting points, along with the depth direction, are computed with Equations (5.1) to
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(5.4). The parameter d denotes an actual position of depth direction. The proposed method
utilizes four separated spaces along with the depth direction. Therefore, the possible numbers
of z become 1, 2, 3, and 4 in this thesis:
MO(x,y,1) : Start :MD(x,y) End :MD(x,y)+d (5.1)
MO(x,y,2) : Start :MD(x,y)+d End :MD(x,y)+d∗2 (5.2)
MO(x,y,3) : Start :MD(x,y)+d∗2 End :MD(x,y)+d∗3 (5.3)
MO(x,y,4) : Start :MD(x,y)+d∗3 End :MD(x,y)+d∗4 (5.4)
Yuksel et al. [Yuksel and Keyser, 2008] confirmed that the number of partitions along
with the depth direction does not strongly affect the final quality of shadows even if the z value
is over 4. Figure 5.3 shows how to define each separated area. DOM obtains the positions of
all segments of an input object and computes the correct spaces to which segments belong. An
opacity value (opacity) is increased in each space if it has a segment.
Rendering
A virtual camera casts rays for each pixel. If a ray intersects with an object, DOM converts
the intersected position into the light source coordinate system. The total opacity value at
the position is computed, and then light attenuation is also computed from the opacity value.
Because DOM computes the opacity values sparsely, a shadowing function refers to two opacity
maps and linearly interpolates an opacity value to be used, as shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: The principle of density approximation.
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5.3 Algorithm
DOM uses an input object directly for computing opacity values, whereas the proposed method
converts the input object into a bunch of splats before computing the opacity value. Each splat
is resizable and has its own opacity value (see Section 5.3.2), which has a concentric distribution.
This section describes the details of each procedure.
5.3.1 Converting target object into bunch of splats
If an input object is a line-based object, the proposed method generates splats at the starting
and ending positions of each line segment, while if the input object consists of polygons, splats
are generated at the center positions of each polygon. In both cases, four vertices of a splat are
generated at almost the same position, and then these vertices are moved in order to expand
the area of the splat.
5.3.2 Features of splats
To decrease the aliasing in cast shadows, the proposed method defines some parameters for
deforming splats and generates a smooth distribution of opacity values.
Flexible Size Deformation
One reason why fiber objects cause aliasing is the thinness of fibers, which sometimes prevents
the rendering system from detecting fiber objects. When users move the fiber objects, they
appear in some frames and disappear in other frames. As a result, shadows of fibers exhibit
flicker. To avoid the flickering, the proposed method makes splats resizable. If rendered shadows
have flickering, users can increase the size of splats, and then the rendering system is able to
detect the splats. A splat consists of a center position (vc) and four vertices (vi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4). vi
are arranged in the form of a square around the vc at a sufficiently small distance (ϵ) in a camera
coordinate system. Each edge of generated splats becomes parallel to the x-axis and y-axis in
the camera coordinate system. To flexibly adjust the size of splats, the proposed method defines
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a vector for moving each vertex. These moving vectors are calculated with Equation (5.5) and
allow users to interactively resize splats:
V = vi − vc (5.5)
Opacity value
Because each splat has a uniform distribution of opacity values, the proposed method causes an-
other type of aliasing when a splat intersects with another. If splats have a uniform distribution
of opacity value, a total opacity value discontinuously increases when multiple splats overlap
with each other, as shown in Figure 5.4(a). To address this issue, the proposed method employs
a Gaussian distribution as an opacity distribution to be applied to splats. When the opacity
distribution is computed, a weight value w and a uv coordinate value are used. A σ value which
determines the shape of a Gaussian kernel is set so that 99% of the total integrated value of the
distribution falls within the splats.
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(a) Each splat has a uniform opacity distribution. If several splats overlap, the total opacity value within the
overlapped area increases discontinuously.
(b) A concentric distribution of opacity values is assigned in the proposed method. A total opacity value
increases gradually even if two or more splats overlap with each other.
Figure 5.4: The different behavior of total opacity values between a uniform and concentric opacity
values.
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Table 5.1: Execution environment.
CPU Intel Core-i7 3.4 GHz
GPU NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760
RAM 32 GB
5.4 Results
This section shows the results with the proposed method and then compares the results with
those using the previous methods. All images shown in this section are generated with a PC
with the high specifications shown in Table 5.1 using OpenGL 4.0.
A hairball object published by McGuire [McGuire, 2011] and a human hair object pub-
lished by Yuksel [Yuksel, 2019] were used for generating the resulting images. The hairball
object has 2,880,000 polygons, and it is converted into a line-based object which has 1,441,098
vertices. The number of vertices in the human hair object is 160,000.
To create a practical evaluation environment, the resulting image of DOM is generated
with screen space anti-aliasing (multisample anti-aliasing) provided by hardware and PCF as
ISSF.
5.4.1 Qualitative evaluation
The resulting images with DOM and the proposed method are shown in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6,
respectively. The overall appearance of shadows with the proposed method is similar to the
results with DOM.
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(a) DOM. (b) Proposed method.
(c) DOM with an enlarged view. (d) Proposed method with an enlarged view.
Figure 5.5: The rendered shadows with the hairball object.
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(a) DOM. (b) Proposed method.
(c) DOM with an enlarged view. (d) Proposed method an enlarged view.
Figure 5.6: The rendered shadows with the human hair object.
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5.4.2 Quantitative evaluation
Although qualitative evaluation is important in CG because the final evaluator is always a
human, quantitative evaluation is also important from the viewpoint of scientific research. An
evaluation method for quantitatively comparing the effects of anti-aliasing methods are also
proposed in this study. In this evaluation, resolutions of input images are set at 512 × 512
for the hairball and 1,024 × 1,024 for human hair. Inputs to this evaluation are 3,600 RGB
images, which were excerpted from an animation; an input object is rotated by 0.1 degree for
each frame. With hairball images, 71% of pixels are included in a shadow area while 43% of
pixels are included with human hair images. A camera for generating images was fixed with an
enlarged view, as shown in Figure 5.5(c) and Figure 5.5(d). This method evaluates the number
of instances of aliasing (error) with the following procedures.
(1) Binarize an image: The brightness of each pixel is represented in 256 levels. Pixel color
becomes white if the pixel color is more than 127; otherwise, the pixel color becomes black.
(2) Count the number of aliasing: This process counts the number of pixels which turn from
white to black and then turn white again. A reverse version is counted as well: the pixel
color turns from black to white and then turns black again.
As far as the author knows, there is no known quantitative evaluation method for com-
paring the quality of fiber shadows from the viewpoint of anti-aliasing, and thus the proposed
evaluation method is used in this study. For confirming the behavior of the evaluation method,
two groups of images are provided as input for the evaluation method. The first group has stable
images and the second group rotated images. The images in the second group are rotated by 90
degrees for each frame. The results of the evaluation of the proposed evaluation method show
that the method can clearly find aliasing.
The results of the evaluation are shown in Figure 5.7(a) and Figure 5.7(b). Now, the x-axis
denotes frames and the y-axis the number of errors in an input image. Because only the shadow
map method has many aliasing pixels compared with other methods, the scale of the y-axis has
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(a) The results with the hairball object. (b) The results with the human hair object.
Figure 5.7: The results of the aliasing evaluation with the shadow map method. The results with
hairball object are evaluated with 512 × 512 resolution (a) and the results with human
hair object are evaluated with 1,024 × 1,024 image resolution (b).
different values. Other results of the evaluation are shown in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9. The
total number of aliasing pixels is decreased in the proposed method with the large splat size.
The evaluation method cannot count the aliasing pixels if the opacity value is considerably
low, as shown in Figure 5.8(a) and (b) and Figure 5.9(a) and (b). This does not pose a practical
issue because humans do not notice aliasing unless shadow colors differ enormously from the
ones of neighboring pixels.
The number of aliasing pixels is decreased with large-size splats because a large splat has
a smooth opacity distribution. This distribution provides smooth changes in the total opacity
values; thus, any sudden brightness change is decreased.
The quality of the anti-aliasing effect of the proposed method depends on the input object.
The proposed method generates as many aliased pixels as the previous method in the case of
the hairball object. On the other hand, the number of instances of aliasing is always fewer than
with the previous method in the case of the human hair.
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(a) DOM. (b) Proposed method (thickness = 1).
(c) Proposed method (thickness = 2). (d) Proposed method (thickness = 3).
Figure 5.8: The plots of errors with 512× 512 images computed in the proposed metric using DOM
and proposed method with the hairball object.
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(a) DOM. (b) Proposed method (thickness = 1).
(c) Proposed method (thickness = 2). (d) Proposed method (thickness = 3).
Figure 5.9: The plots of errors with 1,024 × 1,024 images computed in the proposed metric using
DOM and proposed method with the human hair object.
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Figure 5.10: The comparison of computation speed.
The computation speed of each method is shown in Figure 5.10. The following list explains
the features of each shadowing method.
• Shadow Map: One of the simplest methods for generating shadows.
• OSM: A volume-based shadowing method which achieves interactive rendering.
• DOM: An advanced volume-based method which decreases both the computation time
and memory consumption.
• Proposed method.
To compare the fastest computation time for each method, a line-based object is used for
the input. The computation speed of the proposed method is slower than that of DOM. DOM
computes the opacity distribution with line-based objects, while the proposed method always
utilizes splats for the opacity computation. However, the proposed method keeps the interactive
computation time for rendering.
The proposed method succeeded in decreasing the aliasing, whereas there is a trade-off
between the quality of anti-aliasing and computation speed. Although aliasing in shadows can
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be decreased by expanding splats, the computation speed decreases.
5.5 Discussions
In this chapter, an OSSF method was proposed. The proposed method enables users to generate
anti-aliased shadows at an interactive rate. The anti-aliasing parameters in ISSF needed to be
adjusted for each scene, while the proposed method does not need such an adjustment because
the parameters in the proposed method depend on the three-dimensional structure of a target
object. Therefore, the adjustment of the parameters is related to an object to be used in
the proposed method. This method allows users to generate anti-aliased shadows for various
aggregate objects, such as leaves, insects, and yarn. The main limitation of this method is
in representing fine features because the proposed method approximates the shapes of target
objects with a bunch of square particles. To represent the subtle features of target objects,
defining a specialized shape of an opacity distribution or employing a new approach is needed.
A quantitative evaluation method for anti-aliasing was also proposed. The proposed evalu-
ation method succeeded in quantitatively comparing the quality of anti-aliasing effects. However,
this evaluation method cannot detect a line-shaped instance of aliasing. A robust method for
evaluating the quality of anti-aliasing is needed to accurately compare the effects of anti-aliasing
methods.
The resulting effects of the proposed method are similar to those of temporal low-pass
filtering. The main advantage of the proposed method is its simplified parameter fitting. In
low-pass filtering, a fixed number of sampling frames is required, and the users change the
number depending on the scene structure. On the other hand, the quality of the proposed
shadow-filtering method depends on the object structure. Thanks to this feature, the proposed
method does not need frequent parameter setting until the object shape changes.
Chapter 6
STOCHASTIC FIBER RENDERING
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In this chapter, a stochastic algorithm for rendering the appearance of fiber objects is
proposed. The first section gives an overview of existing approaches for efficient rendering of
fiber objects. Section 6.2 shows the structure of the proposed method, and Section 6.3 presents
the details of the rendering algorithm. The resulting images are shown in Section 6.4, and finally,
Section 6.5 discusses the effects and limitations of the proposed method.
6.1 Efficient Rendering for Yarn Objects
Yarn objects are widely used materials, as explained in Chapter 1. Carpets and clothes are
especially necessary to imitate a realistic living environment in a virtual space. These objects
have anisotropic reflection effects because of their surface structure composed of fibers. Carpet
objects possess a simple structure, exhibit complex light behavior, and are fuzzy in appearance.
The simplest solution to generating carpet objects in a virtual space is to explicitly generate
many fibers on the surface of the carpet object. However, generating all the fibers with geo-
metric objects is difficult even with current high-performance computers. Figure 6.1 categorizes
representative approaches for carpet objects in terms of computation speed and image quality.
A method proposed in the early days of CG for representing the surface appearance
of carpet objects is based on texture mapping, where users prepare an image of the desired
colored texture to be applied, and then the texture is mapped onto a target object depending
on uv coordinate values. Texture mapping simplifies the texturing process in CG, and the
appearance of a target object remains stable when rotating or translating the object. Because
of its convenience, texture mapping is even widely used at present.
There are several classic methods of texture mapping. The bump-mapping method [Blinn,
1978] applies rough effects on surfaces of target objects. However, because the bump mapping-
method cannot represent height information, this method cannot reproduce parallax effects.
Parallax mapping [Kaneko et al., 2001] approximates this effect by transforming a texture de-
pending on the relationships between a view vector of a virtual camera and normal vectors on
a surface of a target object. A limitation in parallax mapping is that the method cannot attach
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Figure 6.1: The mapping technologies for carpet rendering.
a shielding effect to a target object. Displacement mapping [Cook, 1984] overcomes this issue
by truly generating geometric objects depending on the stored information. As a result of the
actual geometry, the resulting objects with this mapping method have an accurate appearance,
while the method takes a huge memory footprint and is impractically slow.
Texture-mapping approaches cannot be applied to rendering fiber objects. A rendering
method is required to consider fibers’ complex light transport. Generating yarn objects with
fiber-level details has been attracting intense interest ever since Zhao et al. [Zhao et al., 2016]
proposed the procedural method. For representing the appearance of fine details of fiber objects
in an efficient way, a new algorithm to efficiently generate high-quality images is needed, which
can be located at the position indicated by the red dotted line in Figure 6.1.
The method proposed by Zhao et al. [Zhao et al., 2016] procedurally generates a single
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yarn object with only a few parameters. On the other hand, to avoid memory consumption and
computation speed issues in this method, approximated methods [Khungurn et al., 2017; Wu
and Yuksel, 2019] have been proposed with frameworks which use some precomputations and
run-time vertex generation. However, although these methods accelerate the yarn rendering,
the quality of final images with this method is limited by hardware performance. The proposed
method utilizes stochastic yarn rendering with a volumetric approach in order to manage the
appearance of fiber objects with a substantial number of yarn curves.
The proposed method has its own assumption to efficiently generate high-quality images:
a camera in a virtual space does not magnify a target object. Because a resulting object does
not have a geometric structure, an enlarged view is not accurate. Practically, this feature is not
a critical issue because this case is unusual in video games. Moreover, the proposed framework
automatically converts the rendering system into the high-quality method depending on the
camera position. This method focuses on generating carpets in CG which appear covered in
fibers from a distant view.
6.2 Workflow of the Proposed Method
Figure 6.2 illustrates the computation process of the proposed method.
This method employs predefined volumetric fields and traverses them on the fly with ray-
tracing. Each ray checks for the existence of virtual yarn curves with a stochastic approach in
the volume field. If a yarn curve does not exist, rays pass through a defined volumetric field and
hit the back side of the carpet.
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Figure 6.2: The proposed workflow of volume-based yarn generation method.
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Table 6.1: Parameters of this method.
Parameter Description
L Length
uv uv coordinate
Lm Nearest distance to yarn
6.3 Algorithm
This section introduces the algorithm of the proposed method. Thanks to the previous method [Zhao
et al., 2016], the storage footprint of yarn objects has become compact due to the effect of the
procedural approach. The proposed method needs to be memory efficient on the fly and gen-
erates an appearance of yarn curves. The input of this framework is a single mesh object. The
parameters used in this method are listed in Table 6.1.
6.3.1 Thin volume
At first, the framework defines a volumetric field under the surface of the input mesh. This
volume field defines a region which includes yarn curves, and the height of the region is given
by the maximum fiber length (L). When a ray intersects with the volumetric-region, the al-
gorithm estimates whether yarn curves exist there. The volumetric field used by this method
has a different feature from volumes used by existing volume rendering schemes. The existing
volumetric field records an actual shape of a target object in a volume, as shown in Figure 6.3(b).
On the other hand, the proposed volumetric field does not display the accurate shape of target
yarn curves because the curves are stochastically generated on the fly in the volume, as shown
in Figure 6.3(c). Consequently, the proposed framework takes a small memory footprint even
though the proposed method uses volume representation.
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(a) Geometric yarn curves.
(b) Traditional volumetric representation.
(c) Proposed volumetric representation.
Figure 6.3: Structural representations for yarn curves.
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Figure 6.4: The object finding process. At first, a virtual camera throws rays into the virtual space
to find the objects to be rendered. If a ray hits the surface of the volumetric field, the
stochastic process is invoked.
6.3.2 Ray tracing
The ray-tracing algorithm is a famous rendering technique in CG. Although traditional ray-
tracing tends to be used in offline rendering, the proposed method utilizes ray-tracing for
traversing the proposed volumetric field. At first, the proposed algorithm casts a ray from
each pixel. Rays find their intersection points with objects in a virtual space. If a ray hits the
volumetric field, the stochastic yarn traversal process is invoked, as shown in Figure 6.4.
6.3.3 Stochastic yarn generation
The method obtains a uv coordinate value and the thickness of the volume L at the point hit
by a ray when it intersects with the volume, as shown in Figure 6.5(a). Next, the distance to
the nearest yarn curve Lm is stochastically computed with a hashed value (hash) generated
from the uv, as shown in Figure 6.5(b). McGuire’s hash function [McGuire, 2018], introduced
in hashed alpha testing [Wyman and McGuire, 2017], is employed for generating hash values.
Equations (6.1) and (6.2) are the equations for generating a hash value.
fract(x) = x− floor(x) (6.1)
hash = fract(10000 ∗ sin(17.0 ∗ p1 + p2 ∗ 0.1) ∗ (0.1 + abs(sin(p2 ∗ 13.0 + p1)))), (6.2)
where abs returns an absolute value. The stable hash value is generated using a stable seed
value such as uv, and the generated position information of virtual curves is not collapsed even
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if a camera moves.
Woodcock tracing [Marschner, 2012] is executed after generating a hashed value. Wood-
cock tracing is a method that efficiently traverses a heterogeneous volumetric field. The proposed
method computes density values from several yarn curves in a uniform region and then estimates
the first intersection point of each ray using the density value. Lastly, the method executes the
rendering process if an intersecting point is included in the volumetric field; otherwise, a renderer
does nothing.
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(a) The method executes the stochastic process for yarn generation.
(b) The image shows L denoting the traversal length.
(c) The proposed method computes the distance Lm to the nearest virtual yarn segment.
Figure 6.5: The visualized workflow for generating virtual yarn objects.
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Table 6.2: Execution environment.
CPU AMD Ryzen 1950X 16-Core 3.4 GHz
GPU NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti
RAM 64 GB
6.3.4 Fiber coloring
The method executes a rendering process at the points hit by rays when they intersect with
a virtual yarn curve generated by the stochastic process explained in Section 6.3.3. A recent
rendering method [Khungurn et al., 2015] which can be applied to both volumetric and geo-
metric objects is utilized in this method. Shadows in a virtual space can be separated into two
categories: global and local. This relationship is not the same as with shade and shadow. The
global shadow is cast by the mesh object. The local shadow is cast by neighboring fibers in a
single yarn object. However, rendering both at the same time is a complex task for the current
interactive renderer. To address this shadowing issue, the separating strategy is employed. The
global shadow can be rendered with a standard ray-tracing. Because the local shadow is not
dominant in the yarn-level details on which this method focuses, the proposed method only
computes the global shadow.
6.4 Results
Figure 6.6 shows the rendering results with the presented volumetric method and an existing
explicit method. A simple path tracer is utilized for generating these images, and the rendering
program was built with the Embree renderer [Wald et al., 2014]. The rendering environment
is a common PC with the high-level specifications shown in Table 6.2. Note that the original
ray-tracing algorithm computes the type of light passing through a fiber to the other side (TT),
though TT is not employed in the proposed method because the light does not strongly affect
the final quality of the resulting images.
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(a) Without yarn. (b) With virtual yarn.
Figure 6.6: The rendered images of a carpet object.
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The proposed method can apply to various objects even when a target object has a complex
structure. Figure 6.7 shows the resulting image generated by the proposed method. In this figure,
the target object has folds. Thus, it is difficult to realistically represent their appearance with
existing methods based on texture mapping.
Figure 6.8 is the enlarged view of the resulting image. Because there is no explicit fiber
geometry, the quality of the enlarged view is not realistic. The size of each rectangular area
on the surface of the target object represents the thickness of fibers, the size of which can be
modified by changing the hash function. The hash function generates pseudo-random values
from local uv values of the target object. In this function, uv values are separated into many
groups. By modifying the separation process and choosing an appropriate size for each group,
the resulting size of the rectangles can be adjusted.
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Figure 6.7: The rendered image of a carpet object with folds.
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Figure 6.8: The enlarged view of the rendered image of a carpet object with folds.
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6.5 Discussions
The proposed method generates images of a quality comparable to the geometric approach.
However, while the resultant virtual yarn curves have yarn-level details, they lack fiber-level
details. Although the quality of the resulting images is high, the current trend for generating
fabric objects in CG is to show fiber-level details. To achieve the next level-of-detail, a novel
rendering method for generating local shadows of fibers is needed.
The number of bounces in this method is only one because the generated yarn curves
cannot be found by other rays. The system must store all the positions of generated yarn curves
per sample. Because the direction of each yarn segment is defined by a single vector in this
method, it is not possible to generate bending yarn objects. For generating such yarn curves, a
new volumetric representation is needed.
Because of the lack of quality in the enlarged view, the proposed method cannot be used
for recent interactive content such as open world games. In some interactive content, users can
choose flexible camera positions depending on their own interest. With these kinds of content,
the game makers should strictly choose the appropriate methods to avoid unnatural effects.
Some games have boundaries in a virtual space that restrict the camera position. This approach
is well known and effective, but it causes unrealistic camera control. To avoid such issues in
practice, some games integrate and seamlessly convert certain methods.
To improve the rendering quality of fiber objects, the application of multiple scatter-
ing [Marschner et al., 2003] is necessary. To deal with multiple scattering with the proposed
method, a database which stores the stochastically generated fiber positions is required. Be-
cause of the stochastic algorithm, the proposed method does not have a geometric structure. To
implement the scattering effects, the fiber positions must be saved on the fly. However, storing
the fiber positions in interactive time is impractical because the number of fibers depends on
the final resolution and number of samples per pixel. If a user generates 1,000 × 1,000 images
with 64 samples per pixel, the resulting number of virtual fibers becomes 64,000,000 even if the
bounce number is only one. Therefore, the approximated multiple scattering approach used in
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a previous method [Zinke et al., 2008] is needed for the proposed method.
Although there still exist quality issues, as explained in the discussion above, the proposed
method has the potential to drastically change the generation process of game content. The
proposed method does not require a huge storage footprint nor long computation time; thus,
the method can be applied to interactive applications running on smartphones. Moreover, this
method can easily be applied to AR applications, for example, the application for checking the
designs of new wallpaper or furniture.
Chapter 7
CONCLUSION
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This chapter concludes the thesis. The next section summarizes the thesis and Section 7.2
proposes integration directions for the three methods. Finally, Section 7.3 provides the conclu-
sion of this research.
7.1 Summary
This thesis described three studies related to fiber objects in CG. The proposed framework
consists of three methods: explicit modeling, approximated shadowing, and stochastic rendering.
The users of the framework are allowed to choose appropriate methods depending on the camera
distance. In the near view, superfine details of the target objects are needed. In the middle
view, detailed geometry of the target object is still required and explicit objects display aliasing
in their shadows due to the high frequency of geometric data. In the distant view, detailed
geometry is unnecessary, while overall appearance is required. The proposed methods can meet
these requirements.
The first study proposes automatic and interactive methods for explicitly generating fiber
objects. The automatic method recursively generates yarn curves with microfibers using statis-
tical data provided by Zhao et al. [Zhao et al., 2016], while the interactive method generates
large-scale fabric with input data: the number of yarn segments, length, rotation angle, and
distance from neighboring fibers. The proposed methods achieved the rendering of fluffy ef-
fects which could not be rendered in previous works. The main limitations of the proposed
methods are storage footprint of generated objects due to a large number of control points for
microfibers. These methods contributed to improving the quality of fabric objects by explicitly
modeling microfibers.
The second study aims to reduce artifacts in shadows of fiber objects with approximate
fiber objects. An anti-aliasing algorithm using a density distribution of fiber objects was pre-
sented, and a quantitative evaluation method for aliasing was proposed. The final images created
with the proposed method and with a previous method are shown. The proposed method de-
creased the shadow aliasing of fiber objects with slight rendering time overhead.
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The third and final study aims to decrease memory consumption for rendering a bunch of
fiber objects. To achieve this purpose, an algorithm for stochastically generating yarn appear-
ance using advanced volume rendering was presented. The resulting images with the proposed
algorithm are shown and compared with images rendered using geometric fiber objects as the
ground truth. The proposed method succeeded in imitating the appearance of the ground truth
fabric from the viewpoint of a practical camera distance.
7.2 Integration
By integrating the proposed methods, new problems can be solved.
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5: It is expected that microfibers generated with the proposed
modeling method will cause many instances of aliasing in shadows, and the proposed anti-aliasing
method can be used for decreasing such aliasing.
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6: Because the proposed rendering method utilizes approx-
imate ray-tracing, the quality of shadow is not as high as that of the ground truth with a
geometric object. Therefore, applying the proposed anti-aliasing method can enable the pro-
posed rendering method to generate higher-quality shadows.
Chapter 4 and Chapter 6: The proposed rendering method defines a thin volumetric
field on a surface of an input mesh; the density distribution of this field can be modified. By
utilizing geometric fiber objects as an input, the proposed method can generate more realistic
volumetric fields. Therefore, the quality of resulting images is also expected to be improved.
Figure 7.1 shows the behavior of the example integrated application. The explicit fiber
modeling method and stochastic fiber rendering method are integrated into one application. If
the position of the virtual camera is a distant view, the application uses the stochastic method,
while the application uses the explicit modeling method if the camera moves into the near view.
This is known as a level-of-detail approach in CG, but the proposed methods use the ray-tracing
algorithm. This feature allows this framework to achieve a smooth transition from the distant
view to the near view. The example application uses a single distance parameter to change
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the rendering method. However, thanks to the ray-tracing algorithm, the proposed framework
can change the rendering method for each sample. In general, 64 or more samples are used for
computing one pixel color; thus, if the framework changes the rendering method per frame, a
smoother transition can be achieved.
In CG productions, artists must take care about the interaction between the target object
and the surrounding virtual environment because various objects are included in one scene.
Moreover, because recent X Reality (AR, Mixed Reality, and VR) technologies are breaking the
boundary between the real and virtual worlds, the interaction between real and virtual objects
is also an important element to consider in future studies.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 7.1: An example of integrated application. The virtual camera moves from the distant view to
the near view. In the distant view, this application uses the stochastic rendering method
(Chapter 6). On the other hand, the explicit fiber modeling method (Chapter 4) is used
in the near view.
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7.3 Conclusion
Dealing with fine details of fiber objects is difficult, whereas imitating the fine details in CG
provides a dramatic improvement for the quality of resulting images. In this research, explicit
fiber-modeling, approximate fiber-shadowing, and stochastic fiber-rendering methods were pro-
posed. However, there is no absolute answer for generating fiber objects because demands on
fiber rendering depends on content. Therefore, it is a crucial mission of CG specialists to choose
an appropriate solution for each problem and to show the pros and cons of related methods.
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